
Chart 1. Valuations for Key Asset Classes Have Remained Well Below Recent Peaks
Data (monthly except for endpoint) for the period April 30, 1994–May 16, 2019
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 Midyear Outlook, Part 2: 

Exploring Opportunities in  
Select Asset Classes 
Our experts examine the factors driving the markets’ first-half performance, prospects  
for municipal bonds after their recent rally, and what may be ahead for the IPO market.

Source: JP Morgan, Bloomberg, and Lord Abbett. Data as of 05/16/2019. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator or guarantee of future results. For illustrative purposes only and does not represent any specific portfolio managed by Lord Abbett or any particular investment. 
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We recently gathered six Lord Abbett investment leaders for a wide-ranging discussion of the current 
market and economic environment and to elicit their views on key investment themes for the second half 
of 2019. (Register for our June 13 webinar on our Midyear Outlook page.)

Our panel featured Lord Abbett Partners Thomas O’Halloran, Portfolio Manager for micro-, small-, and 
large-cap growth strategies; Giulio Martini, Director of Strategic Asset Allocation; Daniel Solender, Director 
of Tax-Free Fixed Income; Leah Traub, a currency expert and Portfolio Manager for Taxable Fixed Income; 
and Kewjin Yuoh, Portfolio Manager for Taxable Fixed Income. Joseph Graham, Investment Strategist, 
moderated the discussion.

How Did We Get Here?
Martini provided some context for the markets’ performance. He noted that even with major U.S. 

stock indexes sitting near all-time highs as of early May, equity valuations had not returned to the 
previous highs of late September 2018. At that time, “U.S. stocks were selling at 18.5 forward earnings 
… right now, they’re selling at 17 times” after having bounced back from about 14.5 earlier in 2019. “So 
while we’ve made new highs in prices, we have not made new highs in valuation.” 

The multi-asset strategist added that high-yield spreads, at around 350-360 basis points (bps) as of 
May 2, were still wider than the 304 bps level reached in September 2018. “Even though there’s been a 
rally in markets and investors have gotten the money back that they lost in the fourth quarter of last year, 
valuations have not recovered to those peak levels that they [reached] at the end of the third quarter.”

The easing of earlier concerns about overly aggressive monetary tightening by the U.S. Federal 
Reserve (Fed) bolstered market sentiment late in the fourth quarter of 2018. The Fed’s policy shift in 
January, when it indicated that it would not hike rates in 2019, also took many by surprise. Yuoh thinks 
the suddenness of the Fed’s shift may have “called its credibility into question, [but] in hindsight, 
economic data had turned softer,” with certain indicators retreating to levels “that we had seen at the 
end of 2016.” With financial conditions tighter, and inflation “not a problem,” he added, “you could 
make a case that the Fed’s action was appropriate.” 

“At the end of 2018, the markets had totally priced out any possibility of a [Fed] hike,” Traub said, 
which helped to boost risk assets. Somewhat counterintuitively, she observed, the U.S. dollar did not 
weaken significantly versus other major currencies following the Fed’s shift, as other major central 
banks also became more dovish.

Martini noted one additional development that provided a tailwind: more favorable expectations for 
a resolution of the U.S.-China trade dispute. (In a subsequent commentary, Martini said that a new 
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In Brief

n  Following a discussion of current U.S. economic conditions, Lord Abbett 
experts offered their observations on the investment backdrop for the 
second half of 2019.

n  First, our experts spotlighted the factors driving the strong market perfor-
mance in the first half (through May 2).

n  Next, our director of municipal bonds noted that investors’ continued desire 
to reduce their tax burdens could potentially benefit the sector in the 
months ahead.  

n  Finally, our lead growth-stock manager believes that after a strong year-to-
date (through May 2) run for IPOs, a number of “promising” companies are 
poised to make their debut in the year’s second half.

https://www.lordabbett.com/en/campaigns/2019-midyear-outlook.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/global/biographies/thomas-ohalloran.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/global/biographies/giulio-martini.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/global/biographies/daniel-solender.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/global/biographies/leah-traub.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/global/biographies/kewjin-yuoh.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/global/biographies/joseph-graham.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/perspectives/economicinsights/will-trade-trauma-trip-up-us-growth.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/perspectives/marketview/2019-midyear-outlook-different-us-economic-expansion.html


round of tariffs imposed by the two nations in mid-May was not likely to “unhinge expectations about 
the future paths of the U.S. and global economies.”) 

Municipal Bonds: A Dash of SALT
Graham asked Solender if there were still opportunities in the muni-bond sector after muni yield 

ratios versus U.S. Treasuries had moved to multi-year lows.

Solender noted that the retail investors who dominate the muni-bond market “are comfortable with 
the rate environment,” unlike the end of 2018. That confidence “has carried over to very strong 
demand,” because of investor perceptions that “rates will not be too volatile.”

Solender also pointed to the tax environment in the United States. The 2017 tax bill has “led to sur-
prisingly higher payments than expected this year.” Indeed, subsequent reports from relatively 
high-tax states such as New Jersey, California, Illinois, and Connecticut—where the newly imposed 
$10,000 limit to deductibility of state and local taxes (SALT) was keenly felt—showed higher-than-
expected tax revenues for the month of April.1 The “SALT shock” and the stable interest-rate environ-
ment helped to create “very strong” demand for muni bonds, Solender added. He cited Lipper data 
showing that investors had poured about $30 billion into municipal-bond mutual funds in the first four 
months of 2019. 

On the supply side, a provision of the tax bill that eliminated advance refunding bonds took away 
“about a quarter of our supply,” leading to what he characterized as “a current high demand/low 
supply market environment.”

Solender noted that lower quality bonds have outperformed other areas of the muni market over the 
past few years, and “we’re in an environment where they keep doing well.” He believes that “there is 
still a lot of value in that part of the market,” and noted that the biggest flows of investor money into 
muni funds (as measured by Lipper) are going into the high-yield sector.

He summarized his view of the tax-free bond market: “There’s good value, and credit’s holding up 
well. Obviously, with all the strong performance, certain parts [of the municipal bond sector] are over-
valued, but there are a lot of different parts of the market [where] things still look good.”

IPOs: Children of the Revolution 
Graham noted strength in the IPO market during the first few months of 2019, and then queried 

growth-stock specialist O’Halloran: “Do you think the market’s getting ahead of itself here, or can it 
handle the recent IPO supply?”

“I think it can more than handle the supply,” O’Halloran responded. “These are great companies 
coming out.” He noted that a busy April for initial offerings came after a slowdown in activity because 
of the equity market correction in the fourth quarter of 2018. “So it was really six months where the 
IPO window was shut. And now these companies are coming out, having been bottled up for a long 
time.” O’Halloran cited two offerings as being examples of the “disruptors” he has long emphasized in 
his growth portfolios: one company innovating in the video conferencing space, and another establish-
ing a strong e-commerce presence in Africa. “There are great software companies, social network 
companies. These companies are growing 50% to 100% a year, and they’re very promising,” he added. 

O’Halloran recapped a number of themes he has conveyed to investors in recent years: “I’m looking 
for opportunities in the tech revolution … things like search and hosted software and social networks 
and e-commerce.” He noted that the pace of technological change has accelerated because process-
ing power continues to grow “at an exponential rate.”

Returning to his earlier discussion, O’Halloran said “I don’t know whether these IPOs that have just 
doubled or tripled can sustain their prices, but they’re very fine companies.” (In a subsequent email 
exchange with Market View, O’Halloran said he believed that the negative market response to the 
highly publicized IPO of Uber Technologies on May 10 was “company-specific…most of the April and 
May IPOs have performed nicely.”)

Looking at the bigger picture, O’Halloran said that the U.S. economy is continuing to expand, while 
inflation remains “very much under control.” 

“I’m very bullish on the equity market,” he concluded. 

1Elise Young, New Jersey’s April Income-Tax Record Surprises Even Treasurer,” Bloomberg, May 14, 2019.
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Coming June 17: 
We’ll reconvene Lord Abbett 
investment experts for a final look at 
the economic and market picture for 
the second half of 2019 in the 
concluding segment of our Midyear 
Outlook series. You can get their 
insights in real time by registering for 
our June 13 webinar.

https://www.lordabbett.com/en/resources/events/2019-midyear-outlook-webinar.html
https://www.lordabbett.com/en/resources/events/2019-midyear-outlook-webinar.html
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Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of the Lord Abbett funds. This and other important information is 
contained in each fund’s summary prospectus and/or prospectus. To obtain a prospectus or summary prospectus on any Lord Abbett mutual fund, contact your 
investment professional or Lord Abbett Distributor LLC at 888-522-2388, or visit us at lordabbett.com. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest.

Copyright © 2019 by Lord, Abbett & Co. LLC/Lord Abbett Distributor LLC. All rights reserved.
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A Note about Risk: The value of investments in fixed-income securities will change as interest 
rates fluctuate and in response to market movements. Generally, when interest rates rise, the 
prices of debt securities fall, and when interest rates fall, prices generally rise. Fixed-income 
investments are subject to various other risks including changes in credit quality, market valua-
tions, liquidity, prepayments, early redemption, corporate events, tax ramifications and other 
factors. Lower-rated securities are subject to greater credit risk, default risk, and liquidity risk. 
Credit risk is the risk that debt issuers will become unable to make timely interest payments, and 
at worst will fail to repay the principal amount. The municipal market can be affected by adverse 
tax, legislative, or political changes, and by the financial condition of the issuers of municipal 
securities. Income from municipal bonds may be subject to the alternative minimum tax. Federal, 
state and local taxes may apply. Investments in Puerto Rico and other U.S. territories, common-
wealths, and possessions may be affected by local, state, and regional factors. These may include, 
for example, economic or political developments, erosion of the tax base, and the possibility of 
credit problems. Treasuries are debt securities issued by the U.S. government and secured by its 
full faith and credit. Income from Treasury securities is exempt from state and local taxes. 
Although U.S. government securities are guaranteed as to payments of interest and principal, their 
market prices are not guaranteed and will fluctuate in response to market movements. The value 
of investments in equity securities will fluctuate in response to general economic conditions and 
to changes in the prospects of particular companies and/or sectors in the economy. There is no 
guarantee that these investment strategies will work under all market conditions or are suitable 
for all investors and each investor should evaluate their ability to invest long-term, especially 
during periods of downturn in the market.

Statements concerning financial market trends are based on current market conditions, which 
will fluctuate. All investments involve risks, including the loss of principal invested.

This material is provided for general and educational purposes only. The examples provided are 
for illustrative purposes only, and are not indicative of any particular investor situation.

This Market View may contain assumptions that are “forward-looking statements,” which are 
based on certain assumptions of future events. Actual events are difficult to predict and may differ 
from those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will materialize 
or that actual returns or results will not be materially different from those described here.

One basis point is equivalent to 0.01% (1/100th of a percent) or 0.0001 in decimal form.

Forward Price-to-Earnings Ratio: Stock analysts calculate a forward price-to-earnings 
(P/E) ratio by dividing a stock’s current price by estimated future earnings per share. Some forward 
P/Es are calculated based on estimated earnings for the next four quarters, while others use actual 
earnings from the past two quarters with estimated earnings for the next two. A forward P/E may 
help you evaluate the current price of a stock in relation to what you can reasonably expect to 
happen in the near future. In contrast, a trailing P/E is based exclusively on past performance.

A yield spread is the difference in yield between two bonds, usually of similar maturity but 
different credit quality.

The information provided herein is not directed at any investor or category of investors and is 
provided solely as general information about our products and services and to otherwise provide 
general investment education. No information contained herein should be regarded as a suggestion 
to engage in or refrain from any investment-related course of action as Lord, Abbett & Co LLC (and 
its affiliates, “Lord Abbett”) is not undertaking to provide impartial investment advice, act as an 
impartial adviser, or give advice in a fiduciary capacity with respect to the materials presented 
herein.  If you are an individual retirement investor, contact your financial advisor or other non-Lord 
Abbett fiduciary about whether any given investment idea, strategy, product, or service described 
herein may be appropriate for your circumstances.

The opinions in Market View are as of the date of publication, are subject to change based on sub-
sequent developments, and may not reflect the views of the firm as a whole. The material is not intended 
to be relied upon as a forecast, research, or investment advice, is not a recommendation or offer to buy or 
sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy, and is not intended to predict or depict the perfor-
mance of any investment. Readers should not assume that investments in companies, securities, sectors, 
and/or markets described were or will be profitable. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of 
principal. This document is prepared based on the information Lord Abbett deems reliable; however, Lord 
Abbett does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the information. Investors should consult with 
a financial advisor prior to making an investment decision.


